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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Covid19 Learning Simulator (LeSi) 
 

Covid19 Learning Simulator is an application that can be used efficiently to track the current situation of 

the population affected by the virus. This software is built as a project for the fellowship under FOSSEE 

2020, IIT Bombay. 

 

In short, LeSi is a python based web application which internally uses some machine learning algorithms 

and techniques to forecast the results for a population based in some specific location as well as the whole 

country.  

 

Major task provided was to create the whole LeSi software using Django web framework with various 

features. 

 

Whole system was built while following the given tasks 

 

1. First task was to read and understand the LeSi on paper model as well as to understand the 

working of already built LeSi website. 

 

2. Another main task was to forecast the results on a dynamic and running graphs instead of static 

one. There are total four 2-D graphs which shows the relation between the amount of population 

and the time period and displays the results for four major areas, infected people, hospitalized 

people, critical staged people and total deceased cases. 

 

3. One very interesting task was to take the inputs of parameters for predicting the results from users 

through scrollable input bars for each parameters alongwith displaying the current value of 

certain parameters in a bubble element for the ease of setting the exact values. 

 

4. Out of these, the important task was to make an authentication system for the website. So that if a 

user wants to use the simulator then he/she must be authorized one. Authentication system was 

supposed with the features like login, sign up, logout, reset password etc. 

 

5. Challenging task was to implement the logic for forecasting in the backend. It includes certain 

important and vital operations such as calling the model file in the routes file, calling a python 

file/script responsible for plotting the graphs, passing all the necessary files such as CSV files for 

all location and PKL file for default values. 
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Challenges  

 
While building the application several challenges came into the path, all of them are listed below 

 

1. Understanding the model of Learning simulator alongwith it’s functionality and architecture was 

bit tough for me as I was not having any prior machine learning knowledge and such pandemic 

models. 

 

2. Initially it was difficult for me to understand the flow of using the model from initializing the 

inputs to plotting the graphs. Since a lot of operations was being done one by one. 

 

3. Loading the PKL file and using the values as default for the model was also tough task because in 

the backend the system comprises more than one location and several parameters. 

 

4. Implementing scrollable input bars was not that tough but dynamically rendering the current 

values was painful as it requires knowledge of JQuery and JavaScript. 

 

5. Out of these, the most difficult and challenging task was to plot the dynamic graphs, which is still 

not created because of lesser exposure to the other smart technologies and lesser time to learn 

everything. 

 

 

Project Source Code 

 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1sFh5TD5-gihBMvPeokIlbapx7sDPnbnf?usp=sharing  

(Recommended) 

 

OR 

 

https://github.com/hkm007/Covid19-Learning-Simulator  (Private Repository) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1sFh5TD5-gihBMvPeokIlbapx7sDPnbnf?usp=sharing
https://github.com/hkm007/Covid19-Learning-Simulator
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Chapter 2 

Building LeSi 

2.1  Software Requirements 
 
For buiding LeSi, many softwares are used and required. Following is the detailed report on softwares, 

installation, technology stack etc. 

 

1. Python –  It is an interpreted, high-level, general-purpose programming language.  Python 

is dynamically typed and garbage-collected. It supports multiple programming paradigms, 

including structured (particularly, procedural), object-oriented, and functional programming.  

 

For building LeSi, python version 3.7.2 is used however a version above or equal to 3.6 is 

sufficient. 

 

For installing python, download the interpreter from official website and install it into 

your system.  
 

2. Django –  It is a Python-based free and open-source web framework that follows the model-

template-view (MVC) architectural pattern. The framework emphasizes reusability and 

"pluggability" of components, less code, low coupling, rapid development, and the principle 

of don't repeat yourself. 

 

Django version 2.2.4 is used for building the software so make sure to install the same version of 

django. 

 

For installing django, make sure python is installed in the system then open the terminal and write 

the following command    

   

 
 

 

3. Code Editor –  One can use any code editor of their personal choice. I have used VS code 

by Microsoft to buil this software. 
 

4. Other Requirements –  LeSi is built on windows 10 operating system but it can easily be 

installed and built on Linux as well. For debugging and creating the application it’s 

recommended to use Google Chrome web browser but again one can use any web 

browser of their own choice. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpreted_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-level_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General-purpose_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_paradigms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structured_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Procedural_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-oriented_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open-source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-template-view
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-template-view
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architectural_pattern_(computer_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reusability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don%27t_repeat_yourself
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2.2  Technology Stack 

For building the complete application following technologies are used  

 

1. Python –  It is an interpreted, high-level, general-purpose programming language.  Python 

is dynamically typed and garbage-collected. 

 

2. Django –  It is a Python-based free and open-source web framework that follows the model-

template-view (MVC) architectural pattern.  

 

3. HTML –  Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the standard markup language for 

documents designed to be displayed in a web browser. HTML provides a means to 

create structured documents by denoting structural semantics for text such as headings, 

paragraphs, lists, links, quotes and other items. HTML is used for building the frontend skeleton 

of LeSi. 

 

4. CSS –  Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing 

the presentation of a document written in a markup language like HTML. CSS is designed to 

enable the separation of presentation and content, including layout, colors, and fonts. CSS is used 

on a large strength in LeSi to design the frontend.  

 

5. Bootstrap –  Bootstrap is a free and open-source CSS framework directed at 

responsive, mobile-first front-end web development. It contains CSS- and (optionally) JavaScript-

based design templates for typography, forms, buttons, navigation, and other interface 

components. 

 

6. JavaScript –  JavaScript often abbreviated as JS, is a programming language that conforms to 

the ECMAScript specification. JavaScript is high-level, often just-in-time compiled, and multi-

paradigm. It has curly-bracket syntax, dynamic typing, prototype-based object-orientation, 

and first-class functions. In LeSi, javascript is used on larger scale for dynamically maintaining 

the website and frontend of LeSi. Major application constitutes of dynamically rendering the year 

in copyright section and dynamically rendering the scrollable input bars. 

 

7. Google reCAPTCHA –  reCAPTCHA is a provider of human verification systems owned 

by Google. The original iteration of the service was a mass collaboration platform designed for 

the digitization of books, particularly those that were too illegible to be scanned by computers. 

The verification prompts utilized pairs of words from scanned pages, with one known word used 

as a control for verification, and the second used to crowdsource the reading of an uncertain 

word. This service is used in LeSi, for increasing the security of web application or simulator 

from various cyber attacks by robots and for limiting the unwanted server hits from unauthorized 

users. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpreted_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-level_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General-purpose_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open-source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-template-view
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-template-view
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architectural_pattern_(computer_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markup_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structured_document
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperlink
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Style_sheet_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presentation_semantics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markup_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Page_layout
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typeface
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open-source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS_framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Responsive_web_design#Mobile_first,_unobtrusive_JavaScript,_and_progressive_enhancement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front-end_web_development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_design#Typography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Form_(HTML)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Button_(computing)#HTML
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_navigation#Local_website_navigation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECMAScript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-level_programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just-in-time_compilation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_paradigm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_paradigm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_programming_languages_by_type#Curly-bracket_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_typing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prototype-based_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-oriented_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First-class_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_verification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_collaboration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_character_recognition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowdsourcing
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2.3  Architecture of LeSi 

Pages 

Mainly there are 3 pages in the web application namely Home, Simulator and Results/Output pages.  

 

Home Page 

 

 

 
 

 

Home page is designed using HTML, CSS, Bootstrap and JavaScript. It contains the details of the LeSi 

model alongwith it’s diagram which depicts the 10 compartment pandemic model.  

 

This file can be customized while editing the home.html file stored at 

LeSi>lesi>templates>lesi>home.html. 

 

Home page is rendering the elements such as footer, navbar etc from another file named base.html stored 

at LeSi>lesi>templates>lesi>base.html. 
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Simulator Page 

 

 
 

 

Simulator page is designed using HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript etc. This page is saved as 

simulator.html in the given location LeSi>lesi>templates>lesi>simulator.html. 

 

This page is rendering the elements such as footer, navbar etc from another file named base.html stored 

at LeSi>lesi>templates>lesi>base.html. 

 

This page is secured and in order to use this website one must have an account on LeSi. 

 

It has a dropdown list which contains many locations or states of India and the country itself. This 

dropdown list is created using select tag in html and it’s bordering are designed using different classes of 

boostrap and css. 

 

The card also has a button with text ‘Select Location’ once you select the location one can click the 

button to predict the results. Basically it’s a form in html which on the click of button makes a request to 

the server  as a POST method to post the value of location to backend where it can be processed for 

further forecasting related operations. 
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Output Page 

 

 
 

 

Output page is the most important and delicate page of LeSi simulator application. It has many child 

components.  

 

First of all it also renders some components like navbar, footer etc from base.html file stored at 

LeSi>lesi>templates>lesi>base.html. 

 

Output page consists of many components like one component for displaying graphs, another for 

displaying, learnt parameters, one shows legends and out of these most important one is the parameters 

component. It is basically a form which can be used to run the model on your choice of parameters. 

 

 

Parameters Section 

 

It is one of the most important section of the website as it allows user to forecast the results on their own 

while customizing the parameters accordingly. It is basically a form in which various parameters are 

denoted that can be changed with the scrollable input bars attached with them and also there is a red 

bubble element in the right side which depicts the current value of the bar.  

 

HTML input element is used to design the scrollable bar while output tag is used for showing the bubble 

for exact current value. But for making it dynamically according to the scroll, javascript is used at larger 

extent. 
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A single scrollable input looks like this in it’s code. Each element has it’s unique id. Every input tag has 

their own minimum and maximum values and a current value which is dynamically coming from the 

backend. Ex – {{learnt_infrt}} in the above picture is coming from backend. Scrolling is done with a  

step size of 0.05. Now every input element has a JavaScript function attached with it using onchange 

attribute of input tag with name func in which the elements id is passed as an argument.  

 

Now the “func” is executed in the script section below the whole code. 

 

 
 

This block js section is responsible for executing all the javascript code in the frontend. Now the default 

values are also displayed in the output tag according to the given code written in javascript. 

 

 
 

In JavaScript, just the id of each element is taken and manipulated using the functions. And hence the 

each element has unique id, code works completely fine and manipulates the DOM as we wish. 

 

Footer 

 

 
 

Year in footer is dynamically rendered using the above JavaScript code written in the end of base.html 

file. 
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Graphs 

 
Most important component of the website is the graphs part that are being rendered on the frontend as an 

image saved in a folder as PNG files in the backend. 

 

 
 

All the four images are stored as c.png, d.png, r.png and h.png depicting critical patients, deceased 

patients, recovered cases and hospitalized ones respectively. 

 

Each image in frontend is displayed using given code written in output.html file 

 

 
 

These image files are generated by the model in the backend. They are basically a python file which are 

called in the backend. And since all the files are stored in a static folder and rendered a static files django 

uses a different syntax for loading the static files as {% load static %}. 
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Model Python File 

 
Heart of this application is the model python file that are responsible for generating results. It uses some 

algorithms to predict or forecast accurately. 

 

Name of this model file is SE3IHCRD.py. It is stored at the given location 

LeSi>lesi>SE3IHCRD_Model>SE3IHCRD.py  

 

Alongwith this file the same folder contains one more important file named SE3IHCRD_Plot.py. 

This file is responsible for creating a connection between the backend and the model file i.e. 

SE3IHCRD.py. And the same file is responsible for creating the image files as graphs that are saved in 

the results folder.  

 

SE3IHCRD_Plot.py file internally call the function from SE3IHCRD.py and generates the results.  

And the SE3IHCRD_Plot.py is called inside the main logic file of backend i.e. views.py file. The code 

used for calling the file is depicted below  

 

 
 

And then the function inside the files are called in the routes created in views.py file. And since the 

functions requires various arguments as well the PKL file for a location for the purpose of default 

parameters are all coded as  

 

 
 

SE3IHCRD_state.py is the function written in SE3IHCRD_Plot.py file in which three arguments are 

passed, data is a dictionary which contains default values for certain location loading from the PKL file 

stored in a specific folder named PKL. Now path and ipath are the location or path of directory 

containing the models and the location for storing the images as PNG files.  

 

SE3IHCRD_Plot.py internally uses the CSV files stored in a separate folder named CSV using following 

code 

 

  
 

And then it reads the data using pandas library. 
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Inputs Logic 

 
Once you reach the output page now you can predict the results on your own. One can change the 

parameters values using the scrollable inputs whose functioning is described in earlier section. Now there 

are checkboxes given with some parameters using which you can define specifically which parameters 

you want to predict. Just click the checkbox and then use the button “Run LeSi” in the bottom. A form 

will post all the data to the backend where the model file generates the graphs and redirects you to the 

output page. Whole logic is written in views.py file inside a function route named handleInput. 

 
Responsive Design 

 
LeSi is made completely responsive for different sized screens such as laptops, mobile phones, tablets etc.  

It adjusts itself according to the size of screen and gives a better user experience.  

 

Bootstrap library is used for adding the responsive nature of the website. Firstly it’s CDN is linked to 

base.html file in it’s header section as  

 

 
 

And then some javascript dependencies and JQuery files are also added in script section in the bottom of 

the same file as 

 

 
 

After adding all this files, everywhere bootstrap styling measures have been used for designing as well as 

structuring the wesite. 
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Chapter 3 

Limitations & Future Scope 

The LeSi web application currently displays the static images or graphs for the forecast. The original task 

was to create a dynamic graph which plots the running graph. 

Since Django is mainly a backend framework and don’t have high capabilities to manipulate the frontend 

it was a tough task . Due to lesser exposure to other technologies and less time to learn them, this task was 

not completed. So instead of a dynamic plotting, static graphs are displayed on the frontend. 

One major limitation is associated to the authentication system is that if someone wants to reset the 

password then instead of sending mails to the email id the reset link is sent to the same terminal where the 

server is running. It was not achieved because to setup an email service and atleast for testing purpose, 

django server must have a signed email account that can be recognized by Gmail otherwise they doesn’t 

accept the mail. And since LeSi was in development phase only not launched and doesn’t have an 

authorized email, terminal based logic is used for now. But it can be changed to email service anytime by 

adding few lines of code in settings.py file. 

 

 

For now LeSi can produce results for six different states namely Delhi, Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, 

Tamil Nadu and West Bengal and for whole India. But it is designed in such a way that if in future one 

wants to add other locations, it can easily be achieved with just storing the data files and adding states in 

frontend dropdown list. 
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Chapter 4 

Running Application 

4.1  Starting Server 

For starting the server just follow these steps :   
 

1. Install python 3.7.2 

2. Then run the command in the project directory 

“pip install –r requirements.txt” 

3. navigate to the project directory containing manage.py file 

4. open command prompt/terminal in the same directory 

5. run the following command 

     “python manage.py runserver” 

6. Open web browser and search the following url 

             ‘127.0.0.1:8000’ or ‘localhost:8000’ 

4.2 User Authentication 
 

In order to use the simulator, user must create an account on it.  

 

Login 
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Fill the form correctly and click enter. A success message will be displayed. Now in case if you don’t 

have an account on LeSi, just click Sign Up button and create an account with us. 

 

Sign Up 

 

 
 

Password  

 

Make sure to have a strong password in order to secure your LeSi account and remember it. You can 

change your password anytime. 

 

Reset Password 

 

What if you forgot your password ?  

 

Don’t worry LeSi have the feature to reset your password in a very simple and quickest way.  

Just click Forgot Password option on login form and follow the instructions provided on the screen to 

successfully reset your password.  

 

**Note** 

 

Currently the reset password system is working as a console based architecture, in future during further 

development it can be changed anytime to email verification system. 

 

So the reset password link will be sent to your console/terminal on which the server is running. 

 

Logout 

 

Anytime your work is done and you are about to leave, don’t forget to click Logout button and come out 

of the simulator. 
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4.3 Using Simulator 

 
Parameters 

 
In total 15 parameters are there listed in the frontend. 

 

1. InfRt – Infection rate before lock down. It’s range is from 0.1 to 1.5. 

2. RdInfRt – Reduction in InfRt due to lock down. It’s range is from 0 to 1.5. 

3. Incubation – It depicts the incubation days. It’s range is from 4 to 14. 

4. AsymFrac – It stands for aysmptomatic fraction. It’s range is from 0 to 0.8. 

5. SymToHos – It stands for total days before quarantine. It’s range is from 2 to 10. 

6. MildToRec – It stands for total recovery days in hospital. It’s range is from 8 to 20. 

7. MildToCri – It stands for mild to critical days. It’s range is from 2 to 10. 

8. CriToRec – It stands for total days before quarantine. It’s range is from 2 to 10. 

9. CriToD – It stands for total days before quarantine. It’s range is from 2 to 10. 

10. PreSym – It stands for total days before quarantine. It’s range is from 2 to 10. 

11. AsymToRec – It stands for total days before quarantine. It’s range is from 2 to 10. 

12. SymToRec – It stands for total days before quarantine. It’s range is from 2 to 10. 

13. Effect of infection rate – It’s range is from 0 to 1. 

14. Lockdown – It depicts for the total lockdown days. 

15. Period – It depicts the period of forecasting days. In general can be taken around 50. 

 

Select Location 

 
In the simulator page one can select the location for predicting the results. Once clicked the button, a post 

request is made to the server. Then in server a function created in views.py file named handleLocation 

runs. It grabs the location and according to the location loads the PKL file for default values and then 

calls the model file’s function which generates the results and then redirects the user to the output page. 

Alongwith redirecting it also sends a dictionary of learnt parameters to the frontend returned from the 

model function. Which are then displayed in a separate section at the top of the page. 

 

Plots 

 

Plots are basically a 2-Dimensional graph where y-axes represents the total number of cases and x-axes 

represents the time period of forecasting.  

 

Many colors are used while plotting the graph.  

 

Orange - Post lockdown cases with fully regained pre-lockdown infection rate 

Yellow - Post lockdown cases with partially regained pre-lockdown infection rate 

Green - Post lockdown cases continuing with lockdown infection rate 

Black - Real data used for machine learning 

Red - Cases without lockdown 

Grey - Lockdown Period 

Blue - Real data only for validation 
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4.4 Security 
 

While creation of project, security of web application cum simulator was taken as the most prioritized 

thing. Basically the website was secured in different ways 

 

1. Securing it from unauthorized access 

2. Security from unwanted form submission 

3. Securing the website from cyber attacks or robot attacks 

 

 

Security from unauthorized access 

 

Web application is completely secured from unauthorized access. If you want to access the simulator one 

must be logged in. Otherwise he/she will get an warning message and will be redirected to the home page. 

In order to use the simulator simply log in or create an account.  

 

Security from unwanted form submission 

 

To prevent the server from unwanted and unnecessary web hits via form submission, csrf tokens are used 

with all the forms. Since django is also much concerned about csrf tokens, it makes the process more 

secure.  

 

Cross-site request forgery, also known as one-click attack or session riding and abbreviated 

as CSRF (sometimes pronounced sea-surf) or XSRF, is a type of malicious exploit of a website where 

unauthorized commands are transmitted from a user that the web application trusts.  

 

Securing the website from cyber attacks or robot attacks 

 

Many times we come across a situation when a cyber or robot attack happens on a website which may 

results into data loss, server crash, high traffic, database losses etc.  

 

One very intuitive way of controlling this activites are achived in the Learning Simulator via using 

Google reCAPTCHA. This technique can be used to prevent server from such harmful attacks. 

 

All the forms in the website are secured using reCAPTCHA. User must verify the process in order to use 

the simulator in a correct way. 

 

If a script or robot tries to make requests on the server, it won’t be, because it can’t pass the reCAPTCHA 

verification. Thus, only humans can make request on the server. 

 

4.5  Messages 

 
All the warnings and informations are displayed on the screen using alert component on the frontend in 

which messages are dynamically rendered using django messages framework.  

 

Each category of message is displayed with different color. For example a warning is displayed in yellow 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploit_(computer_security)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Website
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_(computing)
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color and a success message is displayed in green color. 
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